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OFFICIAL NOTICE AND AGENDA

The City of Stoughton will hold a Special meeting of the Planning Commission on Tuesday, June
5, 2018 at 6:00 pm at the Council Chambers, Second Floor, Public Safety Building, 321 S.
Fourth Street, Stoughton WI.

AGENDA
1. Call to order
2. Staff recommendation to lift the temporary demolition moratorium for the East Park Historic

District, East Side Historic District, Northwest Side Historic District and Southwest Side
Historic District.

• Recommendation to Council
3. Discuss proposed ordinance amendments to section 78-517, downtown design overlay zoning district

requirements.
4. Future agenda items
5. Adjournment

COMMISSIONERS:
Mayor Tim Swadley, Chair Tom Robinson Tom Selsor
Todd Barman Matt Bartlett, Vice-Chair Phil Caravello
Greg Jenson

CC: PACKETS:
Rodney Scheel Michael Stacey (3) Tom Robinson
Mayor Tim Swadley Todd Barman Robert Kardasz
Steve Kittelson Tom Selsor

E-MAIL NOTICES:
All Department Heads Council members Steve Kittelson
City Attorney Matt Dregne Stoughton Hub Derek Westby
Peter Sveum Scott Wegner Michael Stacey
Planning Commissioners Area Townships Stoughton Newspapers
smonette@stolib.org Chamber of Commerce Peggy Veregin

IF YOU ARE DISABLED AND NEED ASSISTANCE, PLEASE CALL 873-6677 PRIOR TO
THE MEETING.

NOTE: AN EXPANDED MEETING MAY CONSTITUTE A QUORUM OF THE
COUNCIL.
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June 5 - Plan Commission
Framework for Discussion


1. Should the demolition moratorium be modified to apply only to the Downtown
Design Overlay Zoning District?


Staff recommends yes, because the revised Chapter 38 has been adopted, and the
only work remaining is focused only on the Downtown Design Overlay Zoning
District. There is no reason to subject other property to the moratorium.


2. Should demolition be subject to regulation under the Downtown Design Overlay
Zoning District regulations?


Staff recommends that regulation of demolition be limited to local landmarks and
landmark districts approved pursuant to Chapter 38.


3. In the Downtown Design Overlay Zoning District, should different design
guidelines apply to projects involving (1) contributing structures; (2) non-
contributing structures, and (3) new structures?


4. What design guidelines should apply to projects involving (1) contributing
structures; (2) non-contributing structures, and (3) new structures?







City of Stoughton, 381 E Main Street, Stoughton WI 53589


RESOLUTION OF THE COMMON COUNCIL


Lifting of Council-Imposed Demolition Moratorium for the East Park Historic District, East Side
Historic District, Northwest Side Historic District and Southwest Side Historic District.


Committee Action: None


Fiscal Impact: $0


File Number: R - - 2018 Date Introduced: , 2018


WHEREAS, the City of Stoughton Common Council has placed a temporary moratorium on processing
any “applications or requests for demolition of any structure within any existing city designated historic
district, within any historic district listed on the National Register of Historic Places, or within the
Downtown Design Overlay District, or a currently city designated landmark or structure listed on the
National Register of Historic Places”, including the Mandt Foundry Building, and


WHEREAS, the East Park Historic District, East Side Historic District, Northwest Historic District,
Southwest Side Historic District, Main Street Historic District and Mandt Foundry Building are all
currently part of the moratorium, and


WHEREAS, the Planning Commission continues to review chapter 78 related to the regulations for the
downtown design overlay zoning district which will only affect the Main Street Historic District, and


WHEREAS, all locally designated landmark structures are protected according to Chapter 38, City of
Stoughton Municipal Code, and


WHEREAS, the Planning Commission and City Staff recommend removing the East Park Historic
District, East Side Historic District, Northwest Side Historic District and Southwest Side Historic District
from the temporary moratorium, and


WHEREAS, the Main Street Historic District and Mandt Foundry Building will remain under the
temporary moratorium until lifted by the Common Council, now therefore


BE IT RESOLVED, the Common Council hereby lifts the temporary demolition moratorium for the East
Park Historic District, East Side Historic District, Northwest Side Historic District and Southwest Side
Historic District.







Council Action: Adopted Failed Vote


Mayoral Action: Accept Veto


Tim Swadley, Mayor Date


Council Action: Override Vote
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OFFICIAL NOTICE AND AGENDA


The City of Stoughton will hold a Special meeting of the Planning Commission on Tuesday, June
5, 2018 at 6:00 pm at the Council Chambers, Second Floor, Public Safety Building, 321 S.
Fourth Street, Stoughton WI.


AGENDA
1. Call to order
2. Staff recommendation to lift the temporary demolition moratorium for the East Park Historic


District, East Side Historic District, Northwest Side Historic District and Southwest Side
Historic District.


• Recommendation to Council
3. Discuss proposed ordinance amendments to section 78-517, downtown design overlay zoning district


requirements.
4. Future agenda items
5. Adjournment


COMMISSIONERS:
Mayor Tim Swadley, Chair Tom Robinson Tom Selsor
Todd Barman Matt Bartlett, Vice-Chair Phil Caravello
Greg Jenson


CC: PACKETS:
Rodney Scheel Michael Stacey (3) Tom Robinson
Mayor Tim Swadley Todd Barman Robert Kardasz
Steve Kittelson Tom Selsor


E-MAIL NOTICES:
All Department Heads Council members Steve Kittelson
City Attorney Matt Dregne Stoughton Hub Derek Westby
Peter Sveum Scott Wegner Michael Stacey
Planning Commissioners Area Townships Stoughton Newspapers
smonette@stolib.org Chamber of Commerce Peggy Veregin


IF YOU ARE DISABLED AND NEED ASSISTANCE, PLEASE CALL 873-6677 PRIOR TO
THE MEETING.


NOTE: AN EXPANDED MEETING MAY CONSTITUTE A QUORUM OF THE
COUNCIL.
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CITY OF STOUGHTON, 381 E. Main Street, Stoughton, WI 53589 


 


ORDINANCE OF THE COMMON COUNCIL 


Repealing Section 78-913 and Repealing and Recreating Section 78-517 of the Stoughton Municipal 


Code 


Committee Action:    Planning Commission recommends approval with the Mayor voting  - 0 


Fiscal Impact:       None 


File Number: O -   - 2018 Date Introduced:   


The Common Council of the City of Stoughton do ordain as follows: 


 


Section 1.  Section 78-913 of the City of Stoughton Code of Ordinances is repealed. 


 


Section 2.  Section 78-517 of the City of Stoughton Code of Ordinances is repealed and recreated as 


follows: 


 
Sec. 78-517. - Downtown design overlay district.  
 
(1) Purpose. This district is intended to preserve and enhance the historical and aesthetic qualities of 


the downtown, and retain a consistent and visually pleasing image for the downtown area.   


 


(2) Boundaries. This district has the same boundaries as the Main Street Commercial Historic District 


as listed on the National Register of Historic Places, as depicted on the overlay districts zoning 


map.  


 


(3) Definitions.  In this section, the following terms have the following meanings: 


 


(a) “Maintenance” means work involving maintaining the existing, exterior appearance of 


a building or structure (such as repainting, re-roofing, residing or replacing with the 


same colors, finishes, and materials). 


 


(b) “Renovation” means work involving a change in the appearance of a building or structure 


(such as painting, roofing, siding, architectural component substitution, fencing, paving, or 


signage with different colors, finishes, or materials). 


 


(c) “Structural Project” means work involving modification to the physical configuration of 


an existing building or structure or the construction of a new structure (such as grading, the 


erection of a new building or structure, the addition or removal of bulk to an existing 


building or structure, and includes the removal or destruction of any façade of a building 


or structure). 
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(d) “Demolition” means the razing or destruction, entirely or in significant part, of a building 


or structure. 
 


(e) “Contributing Structure” means a structure on property designated as “contributing” to the 


Main Street Historic District in Appendix __ to this Chapter. 
 


(f) “Non-Contributing Structure” means a structure on property designated as “non 


contributing” to the Main Street Historic District in Appendix __ to this Chapter. 


(e) “Design Guidelines” means the design guidelines set forth in the booklet (the “Booklet” 


entitled Historic Downtown Stoughton Design Guidelines – A Guide to Renovation and 


Rehabilitation of Commercial Buildings on Main Street, prepared by Lynch & Company, 


Ltd., Waukesha, June 1993.  Appendix B and references to Appendix B in the Design 


Guidelines shall be deemed not a part of the Design Guidelines.   


 


(f) “Conform to the Design Guidelines” means consistent with and furthering the objectives 


of the Design Guidelines.  For purposes of this section, where the Design Guidelines use 


the word “should” (or another, similar word that is permissive in nature) to describe an 


element of a guideline, the permissive word shall be construed to be mandatory.  For 


example, the guideline on the expression of bays on page 19 of the Design Guidelines states 


that the “existing expression of bays should be preserved and maintained.”  For purposes 


of this section, “conform to the Design Guidelines means” that the existing expression of 


bays shall be preserved and maintained.” 


 


(g) “Development Agreement” means an agreement that requires an owner to construct a new 


building or structure that is replacing an existing building or structure in the district, within 


a reasonable time.  For purposes of this section, a reasonable time means a time approved 


by the Common Council after considering the wishes of the applicant and the time required 


to secure financing, demolish the existing building or structure, and construct the new 


building or structure, but in no event more than 36 months following the completion of 


demolition of the existing building or structure.  The Development Agreement shall not 


include a requirement that the agreement obligations be secured by a surety bond, letter of 


credit or other security. 


 


(h) “Cornice or Lintel” means a molded and projecting horizontal member that crowns an 


architectural composition, typically on top of a storefront and the bottom of the second 


floor. 


 


(i) “Horizontal Bands” means horizontal elements such as cornice lines and the repetition of 


second floor window sills and hoods. 


 


(j) “Spandrel” means the low panels of wood, metal or masonry that creates a wall below the 


shop windows. 


 


(k) “Transom” means glazed panels that fill the space above the shop window and below the 


structural lintel. 


 


(4) Application of Regulations.   
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(a) Except as expressly provided otherwise in this sectionSection, the regulations of this 


section apply to all maintenance, renovation, structural projects and demolition within the 


district. 


 


(b) This section does not apply to any building or improvement designated as a landmark or 


located within a historic district established pursuant to Chapter 38 of this Code. 


 


(c) This section does not apply to the demolition of a building or structure that has been ordered 


to be razed by a court of competent jurisdiction pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 66.0413(2).   


 


(d) This section does apply to the demolition of a building or structure ordered razed by the 


building inspector pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 66.0413(1), and neither the owner, the city nor 


any city official may demolish a building pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 66.0413 without first 


obtaining approval pursuant to this section. 


 


(5) Procedural Requirements and Standards for Approval. 


 


(a) Maintenance.  Maintenance shall be subject to approval by the Zoning Administrator.  


The Zoning Administrator shall approve a maintenance application upon verifying that 


the proposed work consists only of maintenance.  


 


(b) Renovation.  Renovation shall be subject to approval by the Plan Commission.  The Plan 


Commission shall approve an application for renovation if the proposed applicant 


demonstrates that the renovation will conform to the standards set forth in section 78-


517(7) for Contributing Structures, and section 78-517(8) for Non Contributing 


StructuresDesign Guidelines.  Applications for approval of renovation shall be made to the 


Zoning Administrator, and shall be accompanied by all of the following:  


 


1. The building permit application if such an application is required. 


 


2. A clear depiction of the existing appearance of the property. Clear color photographs 


are recommended for this purpose. Scaled and dimensioned drawings of existing 


components such as windows, doors, railings, fencing or other site components, 


and/or detailed building elevations which are proposed for alteration or replacement 


may be required by the City;  


 


3. A clear depiction of the proposed appearance of the property. Paint charts, 


promotional brochures, and/or clear color photographs of replacement architectural 


components are recommended for this purpose. Scaled and dimensioned drawings 


of proposed components such as windows, doors, railings, fencing or other site 


components, and/or detailed building elevations which are proposed for alteration or 


replacement may be required by the City;   
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4. A written description of the proposed modification, including a complete listing of 


proposed components, materials, and colors.  


 


5. Written explanation regarding how the proposed alteration will conform to section 


78-517 (7).the Design Guidelines.  


 


(c) Structural Projects.  Structural Project applications shall be subject to approval by the Plan 


Commission.  Before acting on an application for a Structural Project, the Plan Commission 


shall conduct a public hearing on the application, which hearing shall be preceded by 


publication of a Class 2 Notice.  The Plan Commission shall approve an application for a 


Structural Project if the applicant demonstrates that the proposed Structural Project will 


conform to the standards set forth in section 78-517(7) for Contributing Structures, and 


section 78-517(8) for Non Contributing StructuresDesign Guidelines.  Applications for 


approval of Structural Projects shall be made to the Zoning Administrator, and shall be 


accompanied by all of the following:   


 


1. A building permit application.  


 


2. A clear depiction of the existing appearance of the property. Clear color photographs 


are recommended for this purpose. Scaled and dimensioned drawings of existing 


components such as windows, doors, railings, fencing or other site components, 


and/or detailed building elevations which are proposed for alteration or replacement 


may be required by the City.   


 


3. A clear depiction of the proposed appearance of the property. Paint charts, 


promotional brochures, and/or clear color photographs of replacement architectural 


components are recommended for this purpose. Scaled and dimensioned drawings 


of proposed components such as windows, doors, railings, fencing or other site 


components, and/or detailed building elevations which are proposed for alteration or 


replacement may be required by the City.  


 


4. For all projects involving a new building, or an addition to an existing building, a 


detailed site plan which provides the following information:  


 


a. A title block indicating name and address of the current property owner, 


developer and project consultants;  


 


b. The date of the original plan and the latest date of revision to the plan;  


 


c. A north arrow and a graphic scale. Said scale shall not be smaller than one inch 


equals 100 feet;   


 


d. All property lines and existing and proposed right-of-way lines with bearings 


and dimensions clearly labeled;  


 


e. All existing and proposed easement lines and dimensions with a key provided 


and explained on the margins of the plan as to ownership and purpose;   
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f. All existing and proposed buildings, structures, and paved areas, including 


walks, drives, decks, patios, fences, utility poles, drainage facilities, and walls;  


 


g. All required building setback lines;  


 


h. A legal description of the subject property;  


 


i. The location, type and size of all signage on the site;  


 


j. The location, type and orientation of all exterior lighting on the subject property;  


 


k. The location of all access points, parking and loading areas on the subject 


property, including a summary of the number of parking stalls and labels 


indicating the dimension of such areas;  


 


l. The location of all outdoor storage areas;  


 


m. The location and type of any permanently protected green space areas;  


 


n. The location of existing and proposed drainage facilities;  


 


5. A detailed landscaping plan of the subject property, at the same scale as the main 


plan, showing the location, species and size of all proposed plant materials.  


 


6. A written description of the proposed project, including a complete listing of 


proposed components, materials, and colors. 


 


7. Written explanation regarding how the proposed alteration will conform to section 


78-517 (7).the Design Guidelines. 


 


(6) Demolition.  [Question:  Should non-contributing structures be exempt from this section?] 


 


(a) Demolition is subject to approval by the Common Council.  The Common Council shall 


hold a public hearing on a demolition application before acting on the application. 


  


(b) Demolition shall not be approved unless the applicant demonstrates any of the following: 


 


1. (i) Notwithstanding the condition of the building or structure, there is no 


economically viable use of the building or structure, and (ii) a permit for construction 


of a new building or structure on the site has been approved and issued, and (iii) the 


owner has entered into a Development Agreement with the City; or 


 


2.1. (i) The building or structure is not in good repair; (ii) the cost of repairing the 


building or structure would exceed 85% of the assessed value of the building or 
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structure, and (iii) a permit for construction of a new building or structure on the site 


has been approved and issued prior to or simultaneously, and (iv) the owner has 


entered into a Development Agreement with the City; or 


 


3.2. The building or structure, through no fault of the current or prioran owner, is 


detrimental to, or does not contribute to, the architectural or aesthetic character of 


the district.  Where a building or structure has been allowed to deteriorate in a 


manner that failed to comply with City property maintenance ordinances, such 


deterioration is the fault of the owner. 


 


4.3. A denial of the permit will result in a taking of the of the owner’s property without 


just compensation in violation of the Constitution of the State of Wisconsin or the 


Constitution of the United States of America. 


 


(7) Design standards – Contributing properties.  Commercial construction, including building 


additions, building alterations, and restoration or rehabilitation shall correspond to the standards 


herein as determined by the planning commission and as evidenced by the existing contributing 


structures within the downtown design overlay zoning district including the following 


requirements: 


 


a) Building Setback.  It is important where a uniform setback exists that any construction or 


alterations maintain the alignment of facades along the sidewalk edge. This also pertains 


to parking lots and unbuilt areas; the edge of the sidewalk should be emphasized with 


some visible barrier such as a decorative wall or plantings so that the setback is 


recognized. In blocks where setbacks are not uniform, the function and design of 


neighboring buildings should be taken into account when determining setbacks. 


Additionally, other restrictions outlined in the zoning ordinance must be given 


consideration.  


b) Building Height. Study the particular block-face in which construction or alterations are 


contemplated: if buildings are basically the same height, maintain the alignment of 


building cornices or rooflines.  If height varies occasionally, the height of new 


construction should fall within a range of 10% of the mean building height found in the 


block. In areas where there is more variation in building type and height, the height of 


construction should be within the range of heights found on the immediate block.  Corner 


buildings present special characteristics as they are often larger or more imposing than 


buildings in the center of blocks.  For construction or alterations on corners, building 


height should be similar to that of buildings on the adjoining corners. See Figure 1. 
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c) Building Width.  The regular, 25-foot interval in the Main Street commercial district 


creates a strong visual rhythm as one walks or drives down Main Street.  It is important 


that this rhythm be retained in these densely-built areas; construction should respect the 


width of existing buildings by designing a rhythmic division of the facade to repeat this 


existing rhythm. Construction and alterations must take into consideration its context 


within the block and maintain the continuity of the block. Construction in a block that is 


made up of a continuous wall of building fronts (such as that shown in Figure 1) should 


maintain the existing building wall by filling the lot from side lot line to side lot line. 


d) Horizontal Bands. Wherever possible, existing horizontal bands should be retained and 


preserved; owners should remove large signs that may cover the banding to allow the 


horizontal elements to be expressed. When horizontal rhythms are found, rehabilitation 


of existing buildings should encourage retention of the horizontal elements that exist in 


buildings to either side of the subject building.  


e) Building Proportion.  On a block-by-block basis, the proportions of all buildings should 


reflect the building proportions characteristic to that block.  


f) Vertical Rhythms. Wherever possible, the floor heights on main facades shall appear 


visually in proportion to those of adjoining buildings. The rhythm of the ground floor 


shall harmonize with the rhythm of upper floors. The vertical pattern of exterior building 


elements formed by patterns of building openings for windows and doors, and related 
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elements such as sills, headers, transoms, cornices and sign bands shall be compatible in 


design and elevation with those of existing buildings in the immediate area.  


g) Rhythm of Solids and Voids.  Large storefront windows should be maintained; do not 


block up the storefront to install smaller windows.  Maintain the rhythm of solids and 


voids in upper stories; do not change the size of windows or cover over the upper facade. 


h) Solid/Void Relationship.  The majority of the front wall surface of the first floor should 


be window area; the surface of the upper floors should bear a repeated solid-void 


relationship, with windows spaced evenly in the wall. 


i) Roof Forms. It is very important that cornices and pediments be preserved with an 


ongoing program of maintenance. When necessary, cornices should be replaced with 


identical forms. Residential-type gabled roofs should be avoided in favor of a sloped roof 


hidden from view on the front facade by a parapet; decoration of the roofline by use of 


special materials or decorative details should use examples of other buildings on Main 


Street as a guide.  Mansards or other exotic roof shapes shall not be used. Throughout the 


district, roof shapes not characteristic of adjacent buildings shall not be used.  


The original roof shape and character of visible materials shall be retained. Original 


architectural features which give the roof its essential character, including dormer 


windows, cupolas, cornices, brackets, chimneys and weathervanes, shall be preserved if 


in keeping with buildings in the immediate area as determined by the plan commission.  


j) Exterior Materials. In any rehabilitation work, preserving historic character should be 


given the highest priority. Therefore, to protect the distinctive character of an existing 


historic building, any new materials used should match as closely as possible the original 


materials.  The uniform identity created by the repeated use of masonry as the primary 


building material is very important to retain.  Therefore, it is strongly recommended that 


buildings be constructed with facades of brick or stone. On a site specific basis, the trim 


materials of existing buildings to either side of the building being designed should be 


reflected in the design of the building and that of adjacent buildings.  When cost or 


availability of a historic material makes its use prohibitive, and when a modern material 


can successfully be used to simulate the appropriate historic material, the use of a modern 


material should be allowed.  However, some modern materials, such as mirrored glass, 


rough-sawn shakes or diagonal wood siding, may be inappropriate to use on some 


buildings. Inappropriate modern materials should be avoided.  In any rehabilitation 


project, the quality of finish materials varies widely. The highest quality facing materials 


should be used.  In addition:  


1. Masonry. Stone or brick facing should be of even coloration and consistent size. 


Cinder block, concrete block, concrete slab, or concrete panel shall not be 


permitted. 


2. Siding. Wood or thin board textured vinyl or textured metal clapboard siding may 


be appropriate, particularly if the proposed non-masonry exterior was used on the 


building.  In certain instances clapboard, board and batten may be in keeping with 


the general design theme. Asphalt shingles shall not be permitted. 
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3. Glazing. Clear, or slightly tinted glass or related glazing material shall be used.  


Mirrored glass, smoked glass, or heavily tinted glass shall not be permitted.  


k) Exterior Surfaces. Appurtenances: Exterior surface appurtenances shall be compatible 


with those of existing buildings in the immediate area. In addition:  


1. The traditional storefront design theme (characterized by strong horizontal and 


vertical rhythms formed by building openings, storefront columns, storefront 


cornices, upper cornices, kickplates, signbands, large display windows, and 


transom windows) shall be employed for all buildings.  


2. Throughout the district, avoid cluttering building facades with brackets, wiring, 


meter boxes, antennae, gutters, downspouts and other appurtenances. Unnecessary 


signs shall also be avoided. Where necessary, such features shall be colored so as 


to blend in, rather than contrast, with the immediately adjacent building exterior.  


Extraneous ornamentation which is inconsistent with buildings within the 


immediate area is also prohibited.  


l) Awnings.  Awnings should fit within the storefront space: shall not cover the side piers, 


or be installed above the lintel of the storefront and should be made of weather-resistant 


canvas or vinyl fabric.  The color of awnings should complement facade colors;  solid 


colors or stripes are historically appropriate.  Signs on awnings should reflect historic 


precedents in placement.  Awnings should project no more than 4 to 7 feet from the front 


wall.  Avoid awnings with a curved profile, as these are not historically appropriate.  


Lighting of awnings from behind is not acceptable because this detracts from the overall 


character of the facade. Permanent sloped canopies of aluminum, shakes or shingles are 


not appropriate unless they can be documented in old photographs.  Awnings shall be a 


minimum of 9 feet from grade. 


m) Exterior Colors.  Colors should relate in a positive way to the natural materials found on 


the facade, and to existing elements, such as signs or awnings. Clean the exterior surfaces 


with the gentlest means possible, such as light washing with light pressure (sandblasting 


destroys the brick by prematurely weathering and eroding its surface) the facade of the 


building. Select colors that are appropriate to the architectural style of the building.  


When the surface to be painted has a quantity of three-dimensional detail, use light or 


mid-range color values, rather than extremely dark colors, so the details are not hidden. 


When in doubt on an appropriate palette, use shades of one color with one highlight color.  


When choosing colors, take into account the position of the building in relation to 


sunlight.  Exterior colors for structures and appurtenances including fixtures and signs 


shall be compatible and harmonious with those of existing buildings in the immediate 


area. Specifically, throughout the district:  


1. Primary (red, blue, green, and yellow) colors, black, and fluorescent, "day glow", 


and/or "neon" colors shall not be permitted. Where such colors constitute a 


component of a standardized corporate theme or identity, muted versions of such 


colors shall be used.  
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2. High gloss paints, lacquers, varnishes or other "shiny" non-glazing surfaces shall 


not be used.  


3. Color combination schemes shall be limited to no more than three different colors 


for all the structures and appurtenances on a property. (Varying shades, tints or 


intensities of a color shall count as a different color for this purpose.)  


4. Color schemes shall be used consistently throughout the property, including on both 


the upper and lower portions of buildings, and on all facades of a building or 


structure.  


n) Exterior Lighting.  Throughout the district, on-site exterior lighting shall be compatible 


and harmonious with existing lighting in the immediate area. Specifically:  


1. Pedestrian lighting:  The design, color, height, location and light quality of on-site 


pedestrian lighting shall be consistent with existing pedestrian lighting fixtures. 


2. Additional lighting standards are found in section 78-707.  


o) Signage.  Signs should be placed at the top of the storefront; painted on the window itself; 


hanging over the sidewalk; or on the edge of an awning.   


Coordinate the placement of signage on adjacent storefronts to avoid visual 


confusion.  Avoid large hanging plastic signs and oversized signs, these are not 


appropriate to historic buildings.   


Any signage placed over features on the second story facade are not appropriate.  


Select clear, simple lettering styles for easy readability.  


Some lettering styles evoke different time eras; consider the date and style of the 


building when selecting type faces.   


Consider the color of the building and of neighboring buildings when determining 


sign color.   


Select sign colors that provide contrast between letters and background: a dark 


background with lighter colored letters is most easily perceived by the human eye.   


Where possible, signs should reflect an individual business message rather than 


advertise a nationally-franchised product.   


There are additional signage requirements in Article VIII.  


 


p) Cleaning. Structural components and exterior materials shall be cleaned when necessary 


and with only the gentlest possible methods. Low pressure water and soft natural bristle 


brushes are acceptable. Sandblasting is never acceptable. Other methods shall be pre-


approved by the plan commission.  


q) Rehabilitation and Restoration. Building rehabilitation, restoration, additions, and new 


appurtenances and features shall comply with the provisions of subsections (a) through 


(p) above. The following standards shall apply for rehabilitation and/or restoration:  



https://library.municode.com/wi/stoughton/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=MUCO_CH78ZO_ARTVIIPEST_S78-707EXLIST
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1. In general. Buildings shall be restored relying on physical evidence (such as 


photographs, original drawings, and existing architectural details) as much as 


possible, as determined by the plan commission.  


2. Exterior materials and surface features.  When possible, materials and features 


identical to the original shall be used. Where such knowledge is lacking, materials 


and features in common use at the time of building erection, as determined by the 


plan commission, shall be used. Significant architectural features, including 


cornices, moldings and coursings shall be preserved or replaced with identical 


features and materials where possible.  


r) Storefront Cornice or Lintel.  If the storefront lintel contains a cornice, every effort should 


be made to preserve it through repairs and repainting. If the cornice has been removed 


through changes made to the storefront over time, a horizontal division can be achieved 


by replacing or simulating the cornice and/or incorporating it in the sign board. 


s) Transoms.  Remove materials which cover the transom and repair transom glazing and 


frames.  When the transom is damaged or destroyed, replace with a similar frame and 


pattern in the same material or an unobtrusive new material.  Do not cover the transom. 


Do not infill the transom space with brick, wood or other materials.  Do not paint the 


glazed portions of the transom.  Do not over decorate transom with inappropriate patterns, 


colored glass or designs.  Do not infill the transom with brick or wood, or cover it over 


with signs. 


t) Storefront Spandrels.  Should be as low as possible; their design should relate to the 


architectural style of the building.  When the original spandrel exists and is in good 


condition, it should be repaired, repainted and insulated from the interior.  If the original 


spandrel is in poor condition or is missing, it can be replaced with wood, tile, or metal 


over masonry. A wood spandrel design should include stiles and rails at the top, bottom 


and sides; a brick spandrel should match the masonry of the building. 


Do not make the spandrel higher than it was originally designed to be and as a result infill 


the window opening.  Do not use modern materials which are continuous, smooth and 


shiny. 


u) Cornices and Pediments.  Preserve, through ongoing maintenance, original cornices and 


pediments.  If cornice and/or pediment is missing, replace in wood, metal or brick, or in 


compatible modern materials like fiberglass, using historic photographs as a guide.  


Repair and replace damaged or missing dentils and brackets when necessary. 


v) Windows.  The size, proportion and rhythm of original windows shall not be altered. 


Original window openings shall not be blocked, except with a dark opaque panel placed 


behind the window to preserve the appearance of the opening. Where now blocked in 


another manner, blocked windows shall be restored using said method. Window features, 


including lintels, sills, architraves, shutters, pediments, hoods and hardware, shall be 


preserved where possible, or replaced with identical features and materials. Dark frames 


(i.e. anodized bronze) shall be used to replace storefront and upper story windows. Clear 
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aluminum finishes and mill finish aluminum storm windows are prohibited. Real shutters 


and awnings shall be used if there is evidence that they were a component of the original 


building design. Vinyl and plastic shutters and awnings shall be prohibited.  In blocks 


where windows are consistently proportioned, remodeling should maintain this 


proportion and spacing of windows. Where old sash will be replaced with new sash, make 


the replacement with sash of the same size and appearance rather than blocking part of 


the window opening and therefore changing its proportion.  Retain original window sash 


whenever possible. Preserve through an ongoing program of maintenance and repair.  If 


new sash must be installed, choose the style, size and material that will match the original. 


Many window companies offer custom-built windows that can accurately replicate 


original windows; some of these include double-glazing and other energy-efficient 


features.  Do not infill window openings and install smaller windows.  Do not enlarge 


window openings to install “picture” windows. 


Display windows should be restored to their original appearance. 


Where original glazing and window frames exist and are in good condition, they should 


be retained; frames should be caulked and painted.  When the frames are missing or 


deteriorated, replace with simple metal frames which can be painted and easily 


maintained.  To improve energy efficiency, install interior glazing rather than replacing 


windows. Replacing the original glazing with insulated glazing for energy conservation 


may involve installation of new frames that may alter the appearance of the storefront.  


If it is necessary to install new insulated windows, the new frames should be 


unobtrusive in profile and should be painted to harmonize with the architectural 


features of the building.  Frames for new windows should be divided to match original 


window divisions, or should be based on divisions typical to that building type.  


w) Doors.  When the original front or secondary doors exist, they should be repaired, 


refinished and refit with appropriate hardware.  If the doors will be replaced, install doors 


which have large glass panels and interesting hardware appropriate to the style of the 


storefront. Options include salvaged doors, new wood doors to match the original, or new 


aluminum doors. Paint new aluminum doors or use an anodized finish to blend with the 


existing architectural features of the storefront. Insulated glazing with an appropriate seal 


system is recommended for protection from heat gain or loss.  Avoid solid doors, half-


glazed doors, “colonial style” doors, and highly decorative doors that are not compatible 


with the historic integrity of the building. Avoid mirrored glass and deeply tinted glass. 


Tinted glass with a shading coefficient of less than 0.5 can be acceptable and offers some 


protection from heat gain.  Avoid storm doors because they make access difficult. If they 


are needed, they should either be authentic reproductions consistent with the style of the 


building, or clean-lined and unobtrusive.   For security measures, consider simple metal 


grilles or acrylic or lexan sheet glazing; such glazing can also be installed over existing 


doors to add energy efficiency to the project. 


x) Window Hoods.  Repair existing window hoods.  Replace any missing parts in the same 


material as the original. Old photographs are excellent sources for finding the missing 


elements.  When missing, the window hoods can be replicated in sheet metal, fiberglass, 


or wood.  If the hood cannot be replaced, at least the shape of the window opening should 


be retained and expressed in brickwork. There are excellent examples of masonry 


detailing in Stoughton which can be used as precedents when window hoods are missing. 
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y) Shop Fronts.  Shop fronts should fit inside the original shop front in terms of all three 


dimensions (vertical, horizontal and front to back articulation).  


z) Entrances and Porches.  Original porches and steps shall be retained, except as required 


to meet accessibility standards. Porches, steps and related enclosures which do not 


comply with the architectural design theme, as determined by the plan commission, shall 


be removed. If the entry has been changed, consult historic photographs to determine 


what it looked like and design a compatible new entry. Existing columns should be left 


intact and included in the overall design of framing for the shopfront. 


If columns are missing, replacement columns should replicate the originals as revealed 


in historic photographs.  If columns are missing and replication is not possible, simple 


cylindrical columns can be installed as replacements without detracting from other 


architectural features. 


(8) Design standards – non-contributing structures.  Commercial construction, including new 


structures, building additions, building alterations, and restoration or rehabilitation shall 


correspond to the standards herein as determined by the planning commission for existing non-


contributing structures within the downtown design overlay zoning district including the following 


requirements as follows: 


 


a) Building Setback.  It is important where a uniform setback exists that any new 


construction maintain the alignment of facades along the sidewalk edge. This also 


pertains to parking lots and unbuilt areas; the edge of the sidewalk should be emphasized 


with some visible barrier such as a decorative wall or plantings so that the setback is 


recognized. In blocks where setbacks are not uniform, the function and design of 


neighboring buildings should be taken into account when determining setbacks. Of 


course, the other restrictions outlined in the zoning ordinance must be given 


consideration. 


b) Building Height.  Study the particular block-face in which construction is contemplated: 


if buildings are basically the same height, maintain the alignment of building cornices or 


rooflines. If height varies occasionally, the height of new construction should fall within 


a range of 10% of the mean building height found in the block. In areas where there is 


more variation in building type and height, the height of new construction should be 


within the range of heights found on the immediate block.  Corner buildings present 


special characteristics. As stated above, they are often larger or more imposing than 


buildings in the center of blocks. For new construction on corners, building height should 


be similar to that of buildings on the adjoining corners; emphasis of the corner is 


encouraged. See Figure 1. 


c) Building Width.  The regular, 25-foot interval in the Main Street commercial district 


creates a strong visual rhythm as one walks or drives down Main Street. It is important 


that this rhythm be retained in these densely-built areas; new construction should respect 


the width of existing buildings by designing a rhythmic division of the facade to repeat 


this existing rhythm. New construction must take into consideration its context within 
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the block and maintain the continuity of the block. New construction in a block that is 


made up of a continuous wall of building fronts (such as that shown in Figure 1) should 


maintain the existing building wall by filling the lot from side lot line to side lot line. 


That is, the building should fill the lot from side to side. 


d) Horizontal Bands. Wherever possible, existing horizontal bands should be retained and 


preserved; owners should remove large signs that may cover the banding to allow the 


horizontal elements to be expressed. When horizontal rhythms are found, new 


construction or rehabilitation of existing buildings should encourage retention of the 


horizontal elements that exist in buildings to either side of the subject building. New 


construction should employ the vocabulary of horizontal banding that exists in 


Stoughton’s other historic buildings.  


e) Building Proportion.  On a block-by-block basis, the proportions of new buildings should 


reflect the building proportions characteristic to that block.  


f) Vertical Rhythms. Wherever possible, the floor heights on main facades shall appear 


visually in proportion to those of adjoining buildings. The rhythm of the ground floor 


shall harmonize with the rhythm of upper floors. The vertical pattern of exterior building 


elements formed by patterns of building openings for windows and doors, and related 


elements such as sills, headers, transoms, cornices and sign bands shall be compatible in 


design and elevation with those of existing buildings in the immediate area.  


g) Rhythm of Solids and Voids.  Large storefront windows should be maintained; do not 


block up the storefront to install smaller windows.  Maintain the rhythm of solids and 


voids in upper stories; do not change the size of windows or cover over the upper facade. 


h) Solid/Void Relationship in New Construction.  The majority of the surface of the first 


floor of a new building should be window area; the surface of the upper floors should 


bear a repeated solid-void relationship, with windows spaced evenly in the wall. 


i) Roof Forms.  It is very important that cornices and pediments be preserved with an 


ongoing program of maintenance. When necessary, cornices should be replaced with 


identical forms. In new construction, residential-type gabled roofs should be avoided in 


favor of a sloped roof hidden from view on the front facade by a parapet; decoration of 


the roofline by use of special materials or decorative details should use examples of other 


buildings on Main Street as a guide.  Mansards or other exotic roof shapes shall not be 


used. Throughout the district, roof shapes not characteristic of adjacent buildings shall 


not be used. 


The original roof shape and character of visible materials shall be retained. Original 


architectural features which give the roof its essential character, including dormer 


windows, cupolas, cornices, brackets, chimneys and weathervanes, shall be preserved if 


in keeping with buildings in the immediate area as determined by the plan commission.   


j) Exterior Materials.  In any rehabilitation work, preserving historic character should be 


given the highest priority. Therefore, to protect the distinctive character of an existing 


historic building, any new materials used should match as closely as possible the original 


materials.  The uniform identity created by the repeated use of masonry as the primary 


building material is very important to retain.  Therefore, it is strongly recommended that 
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new buildings be constructed with facades of brick or stone. On a site specific basis, the 


trim materials of existing buildings to either side of the building being designed should 


be reflected in the design of the new building and that of adjacent buildings.  When cost 


or availability of a historic material makes its use prohibitive, and when a modern 


material can successfully be used to simulate the appropriate historic material, the use of 


a modern material should be allowed.  However, some modern materials, such as 


mirrored glass, rough-sawn shakes or diagonal wood siding, may be inappropriate to use 


on some buildings. Inappropriate modern materials should be avoided.  In any 


rehabilitation or new construction project, the quality of finish materials varies widely. 


The highest quality facing materials should be used.  In addition:  


1. Masonry. Stone or brick facing should be of even coloration and consistent size. 


Cinder block, concrete block, concrete slab, or concrete panel shall not be 


permitted. 


2. Siding. Wood or thin board textured vinyl or textured metal clapboard siding may 


be appropriate, particularly if the proposed non-masonry exterior was used on the 


building.  In certain instances clapboard, board and batten may be in keeping with 


the general design theme. Asphalt shingles shall not be permitted. 


3. Glazing. Clear, or slightly tinted glass or related glazing material shall be used.  


Mirrored glass, smoked glass, or heavily tinted glass shall not be permitted.  


k) Exterior Surfaces. Appurtenances: Exterior surface appurtenances shall be compatible 


with those of existing buildings in the immediate area. In addition:  


1. The traditional storefront design theme (characterized by strong horizontal and 


vertical rhythms formed by building openings, storefront columns, storefront 


cornices, upper cornices, kickplates, signbands, large display windows, and 


transom windows) shall be employed for all new buildings.  


2. Throughout the district, avoid cluttering building facades with brackets, wiring, 


meter boxes, antennae, gutters, downspouts and other appurtenances. Where 


necessary, such features shall be colored so as to blend in, rather than contrast, with 


the immediately adjacent building exterior. Extraneous ornamentation which is 


inconsistent with buildings within the immediate area is prohibited.  


l) Awnings.  Awnings should fit within the storefront space and should be made of weather-


resistant canvas or vinyl fabric.  The color of awnings should complement facade colors;  


solid colors or stripes are historically appropriate.  Signs on awnings should reflect 


historic precedents in placement.  Awnings should project no more than 4 to 7 feet from 


the building wall.  Avoid awnings with a curved profile, as these are not historically 


appropriate.  Lighting of awnings from behind is not acceptable because this detracts 


from the overall character of the facade. Permanent sloped canopies of aluminum, shakes 


or shingles are not appropriate unless they can be documented in old photographs.  


Awnings shall be a minimum of 9 feet from grade. 
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m) Exterior Colors.  Colors should relate in a positive way to the natural materials found on 


the facade, and to existing elements, such as signs or awnings.  When the surface to be 


painted has a quantity of three-dimensional detail, use light or mid-range color values, 


rather than extremely dark colors, so the details are not hidden.  When in doubt on an 


appropriate palette, use shades of one color with one highlight color.  When choosing 


colors, take into account the position of the building in relation to sunlight.  Exterior 


colors for structures and appurtenances including fixtures and signs shall be compatible 


and harmonious with those of existing buildings in the immediate area. Specifically, 


throughout the district:  


1. Primary (red, blue, green, and yellow) colors, black, and fluorescent, "day glow", 


and/or "neon" colors shall not be permitted. Where such colors constitute a 


component of a standardized corporate theme or identity, muted versions of such 


colors shall be used.  


2. High gloss paints, lacquers, varnishes or other "shiny" non-glazing surfaces shall 


not be used.  


3. Color combination schemes shall be limited to no more than three different colors 


for all the structures and appurtenances on a property. (Varying shades, tints or 


intensities of a color shall count as a different color for this purpose.)  


4. Color schemes shall be used consistently throughout the property, including on both 


the upper and lower portions of buildings, and on all facades of a building or 


structure.  


n) Exterior Lighting. Throughout the district, on-site exterior lighting shall be compatible 


and harmonious with existing lighting in the immediate area. Specifically:  


1. Pedestrian lighting: The design, color, height, location and light quality of on-site 


pedestrian lighting shall be consistent with existing pedestrian lighting fixtures. 


2. Additional lighting standards are found in section 78-707.  


o) Signage. Signs should be placed at the top of the storefront; painted on the window itself; 


hanging over the sidewalk; or on the edge of an awning.  Coordinate the placement of 


signage on adjacent storefronts to avoid visual confusion.  Avoid large hanging plastic 


signs and oversized signs; these are not appropriate to historic buildings.  Any sign placed 


over features on the second story facade are not appropriate.  


Select clear, simple lettering styles for easy readability. Some lettering styles evoke 


different time eras; consider the date and style of the building when selecting type faces.  


Consider the color of the building and of neighboring buildings when determining sign 


color.  Select sign colors that provide contrast between letters and background: a dark 


background with lighter colored letters is most easily perceived by the human eye.  Where 


possible, signs should reflect an individual business message rather than advertise a 


nationally-franchised product.  There are additional signage requirements in Article VIII. 


p) Cleaning. Structural components and exterior materials shall be cleaned when necessary.  



https://library.municode.com/wi/stoughton/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=MUCO_CH78ZO_ARTVIIPEST_S78-707EXLIST
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q) Rehabilitation and Restoration.  New projects, building additions, and new 


appurtenances and features shall comply with the provisions of subsections (a) through 


(p) above. The following standards shall apply where an existing non-contributing 


building is proposed for rehabilitation and/or restoration:  


1. In general. Buildings shall be restored relying on physical evidence (such as 


photographs, original drawings, and existing architectural details) as much as 


possible, as determined by the plan commission. 


2. Exterior materials and surface features.  When possible, materials and features 


identical to the original shall be used. Where such knowledge is lacking, materials 


and features in common use at the time of building erection, as determined by the 


plan commission, shall be used. Significant architectural features, including 


cornices, moldings and coursings shall be preserved or replaced with identical 


features and materials where possible.  


r) Windows. Dark frames (i.e. anodized bronze) shall be used to replace storefront and upper 


story windows. Clear aluminum finishes and mill finish aluminum storm windows are 


prohibited.  Vinyl and plastic shutters shall be prohibited.  In blocks where windows are 


consistently proportioned, new construction or remodeling of existing buildings should 


maintain this proportion and spacing of windows. Do not infill window openings and 


install smaller windows.  Do not enlarge window openings to install “picture” windows.  


If it is necessary to install new insulated windows, the new frames should be 


unobtrusive in profile and should be painted to harmonize with the architectural 


features of the building.   


s) Doors.  If doors will be replaced, install doors which have large glass panels and 


interesting hardware appropriate to the style of the storefront. Paint new aluminum doors 


or use an anodized finish to blend with the existing architectural features of the storefront. 


Insulated glazing with an appropriate seal system is recommended for protection from 


heat gain or loss.  Avoid solid doors, half-glazed doors, “colonial style” doors, and highly 


decorative doors that are not compatible with the historic integrity of the building. Avoid 


mirrored glass and deeply tinted glass. Tinted glass with a shading coefficient of less than 


0.5 can be acceptable and offers some protection from heat gain.  Avoid storm doors 


because they make access difficult.  
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This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its date of publication. 


 


 


Dates 


 


Council Adopted:   


 


 


Mayor Approved:             


       Tim Swadley, Mayor 


 


Published:    


 


Attest:              


        Holly Licht, City Clerk 


 





